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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Given that counterterrorism and counter-radicalization are shared responsibilities, our
end users are Rob Stewart (Deputy Minister, Public Safety), David Vigneault (Director,
CSIS), and Brenda Lucki (Commissioner, RCMP).
Counterterrorism has been a linchpin of the Canadian security establishment’s mandate
for decades; however, the current socio-political and technological landscapes have
fundamentally altered both the nature of terrorist threats as well as the global reach of
threat actors. The advent of the internet, social media, and web encryption has allowed
threat actors to disseminate propaganda and radicalize, inspire, enable, and direct likeminded actors worldwide.1 Furthermore, COVID-19 has created a political landscape ripe
for radicalization: in the face of heightened anxiety, Canadians, who were already
disproportionately active, have increased their online participation in extremist forums.2
These forums disseminate disinformation and sow distrust in existing institutions. Canada
has witnessed real life ramifications of this online rhetoric: a significant increase in hate
crimes, the addition of far-right extremist groups (i.e., The Proud Boys, Atomwaffen
Division, The Base, and Russian Imperial Movement) to the Criminal Code list of terrorist
entities, and lone wolf attacks3 aimed at soft targets4.
From a security establishment perspective, one practical problem predominates: online
radicalization and lone wolf attacks have created a “borderless” problem which implicitly
undercuts the effective allocation of limited resources to counter a non-geographically
specific threat. Thinking more conceptually, a second problem looms large:
understanding why certain individuals and groups are susceptible to radicalization and
implementing an effective counter-radicalization strategy.
This review conceptualizes terrorism, or violent extremism, as a symptom of a deeper
and more pervasive problem: radicalization. As such, an effective counterterrorism
strategy must seek to counter both violent extremism (the symptom) and radicalization
(the disease). The proposed solution is a combination of three reinforcing costed options.
The first, a novel cross-agency intelligence body will target those individuals who are
actively disseminating violent extremist ideologies and poised to take violent action. More
specifically, it will facilitate the creation of a threat assessment map based on online
activity, criminal history, and group affiliation. This spatial threat assessment will ground
our “borderless” problem. It will also allow security officials to pre-empt violent extremist
attacks and efficiently allocate resources.
The resultant threat assessment map from Option 1 will then be leveraged to facilitate the
expansion of the Canada Centre’s purview and to direct GBA+ research into the
underlying causes of radicalization. The newly reinforced Canada Centre will now act as
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the central coordinator for a Canada-wide counter-radicalization program, which will be
standardized by federal government oversight, but administered by local civil society
actors. Finally, the Canada Centre will also specifically fund research into female
participation in extremist organizations, online forums, and radicalization efforts.
Research is relatively nascent, however, understanding female involvement would situate
radicalization into a broader social context; instead of framing lone wolf attacks as
statistical anomalies the security establishment could preeminent violent action by
countering radicalization.
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A B B R E V I AT I O N S
Canada Centre – Canada Centre for Community Engagement and Prevention of
Violence
CISC – Criminal Intelligence Service Canada
CRF – Community Resilience Fund
CSC – Correctional Service Canada
CSE – Canadian Security Establishment
CSIS – Canadian Security Intelligence Service
FARC – The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
FLQ – Front de Libération du Québec
GBA+ - Gender-Based Analysis Plus
G8 – Group of Eight
IMVE - Ideologically Motivated Violent Extremism
ISIS - Islamic State of Iraq and Syria
KPI - Key Performance Indicator
LA CLEAR - Los Angeles Regional Criminal Information Clearinghouse
LAPD – Los Angeles Police Department
NATO – North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NDP – New Democratic Party
NGO – Non-Governmental Organization
PMVE – Politically Motivated Violent Extremism
PSCF – Public Safety Canada
RCMP – Royal Canadian Mounted Police
RMVE – Religiously Motivated Violent Extremism
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BACKGROUND, HISTORY & POLICY PROCESS
Problems Facing the Nation
The current socio-political and technological landscapes have fundamentally altered both
the nature of terrorist threats as well as the global reach of threat actors. The advent of
the internet, social media, and web encryption has allowed threat actors to disseminate
propaganda and radicalize, inspire, enable, and direct like-minded actors worldwide.5
Furthermore, COVID-19 has created a political landscape ripe for radicalization:
Canadians have increased their online participation in extremist forums which
disseminate disinformation and sow distrust in existing institutions.6 Canadians are
particularly active on online far-right extremist channels7, and the heightened anxiety
stemming from COVID-19 has triggered the propagation of conspiracy theories and a
significant increase in hate crimes, particularly against Asians (Please see Appendix A
for hate crime statistics).
This review asserts that terrorism should be conceptualized as a staircase of escalating
radical belief systems and justification of violence (please see Appendix B, Fathali M.
Moghaddam’s Staircase to Terrorism model).8 At the apex of this metaphorical staircase
is violent extremism, characterized by the deployment of violent force to achieve
ideological, religious, or political goals; at the base of this staircase is radicalization,
characterized by the adoption of extreme ideologies.9 The intervening steps and landings
are a complex ascent into radicalization to violence during which individuals and groups
foster feelings of injustice, scapegoating, and rationalizing violence as “necessary.”10
In relation to violent extremism, two problems dominate: 1) the internet and social media
have created a “borderless” problem characterized by trans-national extremist
communities, often only loosely connected via the internet rather than organized into a
concrete hierarchical structure; 2) recent terrorist attacks (across the spectrum of
motivation, please see Appendix C11) have been characterized by lone wolf, lowresource, (potentially) high-impact events against soft targets (please see Appendix D for
list of terrorist attacks). These problems present a predominant challenge for the security
establishment: the efficient allocation of limited resources to counter a threat that is not
geographically specific. That said, this review asserts that violent extremism must be
framed as a symptom of a deeper and more pervasive disease: radicalization. In relation
to radicalization, three problems dominate:
1) there are deep-rooted, cultural and socio-economic disparities, both domestically

and globally, which have fostered susceptibility to radicalization; that said,
2) there remains significant uncertainty about which personal or societal factors make
certain Canadians susceptible to radicalization;
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3) the security establishment has overfocused on violent extremism (which is

largely perpetrated by male actors), leading to institutional blindness vis-à-vis
potential female participation in extremist ideologies and radicalization.12

Past Policies and Decisive Moments
Counterterrorism has been a linchpin of the Canadian security establishment’s mandate
for decades. Broadly speaking, prior to 9/11, politically motivated violent extremism
(PMVE) (ex: the FLQ, Babbar Khalsa, etc.) dominated headlines and motivated policy;
this fundamentally changed post-9/11 when focus decisively shifted to countering
religiously motivated extremism (RMVE) (Al Qaeda, ISIS, etc.).13 Recent trends in both
Canada and the broader western world, however, have demonstrated that ideologically
motivated extremism (IMVE)14 is a growing threat to national security.15
In response to perceived security lapses stemming from 9/11, Public Safety Canada was
created in 2003 via the Department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Act,
and published Canada’s first Counter-terrorism Strategy called Building Resilience
Against Terrorism in 2012. This document laid the foundation for subsequent
counterterrorism strategy. Notably, the report outlines the six principles (please see
Appendix E) underpinning Canada’s counterterrorism response into the present day.
Significantly, the report highlights a series of “strategic drivers” which it categorizes as
factors that terrorists may seek to exploit in the future. These include globalization, an
evolving cyber environment, rapid technological change (including emerging
telecommunication technologies), an increasingly networked society, and “the
accelerated flow of people, resources and ideas around the world.”16
All of that said, Building Resilience Against Terrorism (2012) identified Sunni Islamist
extremists, including homegrown terrorists, and groups such as Hamas and FARC as
being the predominant threat to Canadian national security.17 Since 2013, however, each
public report on the terrorist threat to Canada has become progressively more alarmed
by the risks posed by domestic IMVEs. The 2015 Charlie Hebdo attack in France resulted
in a dramatic pivot in Canadian counter terrorism with the passing of The Anti-Terrorism
Act, 2015. Dubbed “Canada’s Patriot Act,” the new legislation broadened the scope of
counter terrorism and enhanced law enforcement capabilities by amending the Criminal
Code and enhancing CSIS jurisdiction via an amendment of the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service Act.18
Beginning in 2014, Canada and other western allies experienced a significant uptick in
domestic terrorist attacks (please see Appendix F). This led, in June 2015, to the
controversial Bill C-24 coming into effect, thus giving the federal government the ability to
revoke citizenship from dual citizens who were convicted of terrorism, high treason, and
other serious offenses.19 Regarded as being in line with Western security establishments’
focus on the contemporaneous perceived threat of so-called Islamic extremism, during
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the 2015 federal election campaign, the Harper Government pledged funds for a “barbaric
cultural practices” tip line (ostensibly targeted at certain subsets of Canada’s Muslim
population).20 Due to the Liberal victory in the 2015 federal election, this policy was not
enacted.
In 2016, the new Trudeau government recognized the importance of counterradicalization by announcing the allocation of CAD35 million over a five-year period (in
addition to a CAD10 million per year operating budget) for a new counter-radicalization
coordination centre under the auspices of Public Safety: The Canada Centre (launched
in 2017). Through its Community Resilience Fund (CRF), the Canada Centre finances
research and initiatives that aim to prevent radicalization. Since its creation, the CRF has
provided more than CAD33 million in funding for over 47 projects.21 22 In 2018, the
Canada Centre published its National Strategy on Countering Radicalization to Violence
which is intended to be a flexible framework to guide prevention-based initiatives towards
countering radicalization and violence.23
Finally, the 2019 CSIS Public Report marked a shift in terminology with the service’s pivot
toward the terms: RMVE, IMVE and PMVE.24 While the terms “terrorism” and “violent
extremism” are used interchangeably by CSIS, PSC, and RCMP, the shift in labelling, in
concert with our Five Eye partners, does indicate a shift in the conceptualization of threats
and a broader re-framing to include violence originating from within Canada. The term
“violent extremism” denotes violence stemming from underlying ideology.25 Another
notable shift was the addition of four IMVE organizations26 to the Criminal Code list of
terrorist entities, in reaction to the US Capital riot (January 2021).27 CSIS’ most recent
public report (2021) identifies IMVE as the deadliest strain of extremism since 2014; it
further suggests that the pandemic, and individuals spending more time online, will
exacerbate the problem.28
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POLICY ANALYSIS
Interests and Values
The problems facing the nation are reflective of interests and values that align with a
desire for a rules-based international system in the face of a complex and changing global
order. Further, Canada maintains the significance of multilateral cooperation and
collaboration in achieving its goals and objectives in security.

Goals and Objectives
The overarching goal for PSC is the protection of Canada, Canadians, and Canadian
interests. Canada’s counter-terrorism strategy29, identifies its goal as combatting
domestic and international terrorism. Subsequently, the National Strategy on Countering
Radicalization to Violence aims to ensure that national security threats are understood
and reduced.30 From both strategies, several key objectives are identified to facilitate
these goals:
1. Prevent, Detect, Deny, Respond: counter-terrorism efforts strive to prevent
individuals from engaging in terrorism, detect activities of individuals and groups
who may pose a threat, deny perpetrators the means and opportunity to carry out
activities, and mitigate effects of attacks.31
2. Knowledge and Capacity Building: countering radicalization to violence involves
the building and sharing of knowledge on indicators of radicalization to violence,
as well as sustained support for local intervention initiatives.32
3. International Coordination and Collaboration: there is a need to engage with
international allies and in multilateral fora in addressing the “borderless” issue to
ensure the protection of Canadian interests.

Stakeholders
Outside of the major players such as PSC, RCMP, and CSIS, most stakeholders are
designated as either “detractors” or “mixed”. This is largely due the complexity of the
issue, predicated on an inherent trade off between security and civil liberties. Additionally,
certain stakeholders may support some actions, while opposing others. Finally,
stakeholder “allies” may have the same general goals, however, they may enact these
goals through different methods (e.g., United Kingdom vis-à-vis ‘Jihadi Jack’), leading to
their designation as “mixed”.
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Please see the Table A below for a detailed breakdown of stakeholders, including
justification for their designation.
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Programmatic Needs
The 2018 Public Report on the Terrorism Threat to Canada determines that the National
Terrorism Threat Level remained at ‘Medium’, unchanged since 2014.33 The PSC’s
planned spending summary shows that spending in national security and community
safety shifts from $28 million and $314 million, respectively, in 2020-21 to $24 million
and $417 million, respectively in 2021-22. 34 Spending for subsequent years is
forecasted to remain stable until 2022-23, with a 20.5% decrease in 2023-24.35 As the
terrorist threat is dynamic,36 and in consideration of the volatility of the internet,
fluctuations in resources must be considered in the pursuit of the identified goals and
objectives.
An evaluation of Canada Centre activities since its 2017 inception through to 2019
recommended an expanded coordinating role for the Canada Centre in relation to
established programs.37 Public consultations38 and ongoing stakeholder outreach39
identified the need for sustained resources to support its outreach initiatives. Operating
budgets increased from $2.59 million to $3.04. million in 2018-19 40, and Budget 2021
committed to $8.2 million over the next three years to support its initiatives.41 Further,
$6.5 million in funds will be available through the CRF in 2022-23.42 As a result, there is
room to address the identified gaps and recommendations. Finally, Canada’s domestic
efforts must be complimented by international coordination.
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COSTED OPTIONS
Option 1: Creation of a cross-agency intelligence body,
based on the LA CLEAR model
Implemented in 1997, the Los Angeles Regional Criminal Information Clearinghouse (LA
CLEAR) is an independent, cross-agency body which provides intelligence, tactical, and
investigative support to legal and law enforcement agencies in southern California.43 The
founding purpose of LA CLEAR is to counter gang violence and facilitate the recovery of
gang-infested communities.44 Led by sworn law enforcement executives, LA CLEAR
allows for a consolidated approach to collecting, storing, mapping, and analyzing
information related to gang violence.45 Through the integration of the LAPD, Los Angeles
County Probation Department, Los Angeles District Attorney, and the California
Department of Corrections (and in consultation with a total of 255 municipal, state, and
federal law enforcement entities), LA CLEAR allows for a streamlined approach to
countering gang violence.46
Specifically, using cell phone transmission data, police case files, and a community-based
program47 which monitors individuals who commit petty crimes, LA CLEAR creates maps
of individual crimes, locations of known and suspected criminals, and related criminal
activity (please see Appendix H).48 This cartographic representation of crime and
geolocation of individuals is used by the affiliated network of law enforcement agencies
to identify suspects, apprehend criminals, and dismantle gang networks. The program
has proven to be very effective. As an indicator, in 2016 the LAPD adopted extensive
measures to counter gang violence resulting, in 2017-2018, in an overall reduction in citywide crime of 2.2%; however, in jurisdictions utilizing LA CLEAR violent crime decreased
by 6.5%.49
There is a growing body of scholarly literature which asserts that gangs can be used as
a framing device to understand extremist groups and terrorism (please see Appendix I).50
As such, using LA CLEAR as a framework, Option 1 proposes the creation of a Canadian
cross-agency intelligence body that would streamline investigations of extremist groups,
map extremist networks (using cell phone data, online activity, and community profiling
to identify radicalized individuals), and intelligence sharing with international allies to
counter online radicalization and dismantle transnational extremist networks. In addition
to the RCMP, CSIS, PSC, CSE, CSC, CISC, provincial/ municipal police forces, and all
levels of the Canadian legal system, a new cross-agency extremist monitoring body must
also include consultation with social media companies to track and trace extremists
online. Collaboration with key international allies is also crucial due to the “borderless”
nature of online radicalization and the consequent transnational composition of many
extremist groups. A consolidation of records from these departments, agencies,
international allies, and media companies would allow the federal government to create
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a map of extremist groups, communities with high levels of radicalization, and individuals
who are perhaps susceptible to radicalization. This map would then allow federal and
provincial law enforcement agencies to better allocate their policing resources to
neutralizing the threat of violence.
The key “cost” of this cross-agency body would be a trade-off between security and civil
liberties. The high level of integration of Canadian law enforcement entities, social media
mining, and tracking would potentially infringe on individual rights and run the risk of
targeting individuals partaking in their constitutional right to freedom of expression and
assembly. It also runs the risk of flagging individuals based on their social contacts alone
(as is the case in the LA CLEAR model). Additionally, while this option has the potential
to identify and apprehend individuals who are radicalized and prepared to use violent
means (both in terms of coordinated and lone wolf attacks), it risks overfocusing on the
“symptoms” of radicalization and not treating the root cause of the problem (i.e., perceived
social injustice). Finally, media companies may not be willing partners and would need to
be convinced (or coerced) into participation.
Expected outcome and KPIs: The establishment of the cross-agency intelligence body;
the construction of the geolocated threat assessment map.

Option 2: Establishment of a nationally directed but
locally administered education and civic engagement
program
Existing programs directed at addressing radicalization, including those of Canada’s
allies, vary in administration, scope, and scale (please see Appendix G). Common among
these programs are elements of education and civic engagement. In Canada, the Canada
Centre acts as the coordinating body for existing local initiatives funded through the CRF
(please see Appendix G). The Canada Centre however does not advise, manage, nor
obtain information about the individual cases these programs handle. As a result, these
programs essentially operate in silos. An option then for Canada is to expand the
oversight of the Canada Centre by establishing a nationally directed but locally
administered (via civil society actors) model for streamlining approaches and processes
to countering radicalization to violence. The proposed model would provide a
standardized toolkit, such as that of a resource hub with research produced by the
Canada Centre on radicalization. These will then be targeted at, and tailored for, specific
age groups of youth and members of civil society, which existing programs can use in
their outreach and day-to-day operations. This expands the role of Canada Centre as a
coordinator and information source and will unify the multimodal approaches of existing
efforts, while maintaining the communal and local nuances which make these programs
unique and effective.
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Further, expanding the oversight of the Canada Centre and implementing the
standardization model enables uniform data collection based on standardized metrics but
also with community-specific indicators through which each local program can be
systematically monitored and evaluated. A cost to this proposed program is the loss of
credibility to certain religious, political, or diaspora groups. Indeed, the merit of locally led
initiatives is trust rooted within the community it serves and working in tandem with the
government may undercut this credibility. Another cost is budgetary and labour resources,
which runs the risk of tension among the Canadian public.
Expected outcome and KPIs: Drafting of national directive on deradicalization programs;
coordination with international allies to standardize deradicalization educational
approach; civil society actors identified, and national network created.

Option 3: Fund specialized GBA+ research into the
“perceived injustices” fuelling radicalization
Based on psychological research, radicalization appears to be contingent on several
deep-rooted issues including isolation, discrimination, socioeconomic struggles, personal
upheaval, and disillusionment. These issues manifest as grievances predicated on
perceived societal injustice.51 Option 3 contends that violent extremism should be
conceptualized as a symptom of a deeper, more pervasive problem: radicalization;
therefore, understanding the specific socioeconomic and social contexts that foster
individual or group radicalization is paramount.
Additionally, this research should specially employ a GBA+ analysis. While lone wolf
attacks are predominated by men, Option 3 conceptualizes these attacks as simply an
indicator of the deeper societal issue of radicalization. Studies indicate that most male
members of extremist groups (with the notable exception of the Incel movement) are
married, and hence part of traditional, heteronormative social networks.52 Thus, the clear
question is: where are the women and what role(s) do they play in forming and
perpetuating these ideologies? Research is relatively nascent, however, understanding
female involvement would situate radicalization into a broader social context, instead of
framing lone wolf attacks as statistical anomalies.53
Expected Outcome and KPIs: Instituting grants for targeted, intersectional research;
quarterly progress reports.
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Recommendation
Our recommendation is predicated on psychologist Fathali M. Moghaddam’s concept of
the “Staircase to Terrorism” (please see Annex A).54 With this spectrum in mind, any
effective counterterrorism strategy must address individuals at all stages of radicalization.
As such, a combination of all three reinforcing options is necessary. The creation of a
cross-agency intelligence body would target those who are actively disseminating violent
extremist ideologies and posed to take violent action. More specifically, it will facilitate the
creation of a threat assessment map; this spatial threat assessment will ground the
“borderless” problem. It will also allow security officials to pre-empt violent extremist
attacks and efficiently allocate resources.
The Canada Centre’s purview will be expanded to coordinate a Canada-wide counterradicalization program, which will be standardized by federal government oversight, but
administered by local civil society actors. Resources will be allocated based on the threat
assessment map from Option 1 and community-based information will be passed from
this counter-radicalization program back to the cross-agency intelligence body.
Finally, Option 3’s proposal of funded GBA+ research should be implemented to identify
the root causes and societal breadth of “deep grievances”. This would capture individuals
at the early stages of radicalization and help build future anti-radicalization programming
to target susceptible populations. This research would also help to bolster the threat
assessment map from Option 1.
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Timeline and Implementation

Communication Strategy
The message of the creation of a cross-agency intelligence body will be delivered through
internal newsletters to relevant government agencies, such as PSC; collaboration will be
stressed through bilateral communication with allied states; and formal press releases/
social media campaigns will be utilized to unveil the new strategy and to engage the
Canadian public. Furthermore, it will be noted that government involvement in the
education programs will not be strongly publicized for fear of alienating disenfranchised
participants. All material will emphasize that the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms will always be respected.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Hate Crime Statistics & Trends55

Source: Greg Moreau, “Police-reported hate crime in Canada, 2019,” Canadian Centre
for Justice and
Community Safety Statistics, Statistics Canada (March 29, 2021),
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/85-002-x/2021001/article/00002eng.htm

“During the pandemic, various issues related to safety and discrimination

were exposed and exacerbated in Canada, including hate crime. According
to a crowdsourcing initiative conducted by Statistics Canada, in the early
months of the pandemic, the proportion of participants designated as visible
minorities who perceived an increase in race-based harassment or attacks
was three times larger than the proportion among the rest of the population
(18% versus 6%) (Statistics Canada 2020d). This difference was most
pronounced among Chinese (30%), Korean (27%), and Southeast Asian
(19%) participants.”
-Statistics Canada (2021)
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Chart 2: Hate Crime by Motivation, 2018-2020

Source: Greg Moreau, “Police-reported crime statistics in Canada, 2020,” Statistics Canada
(July
27, 2021), https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/85-002-x/2021001/article/00013eng.htm
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Appendix B: Fathali M. Moghaddam’s Staircase to Terrorism Model (2005)56

Fifth Floor: Certain individuals use violence (i.e.,

terrorist attacks; lone wolf attacks) to "right"perceived injustices

Fourth Floor: Individuals join extremist

organizations and become entrenched in the "us-against-them"
principle

Third Floor: Individuals come to sympathize with

the ideologies of extremist organizations and rationalize their
violent methods as "necessary"

Second Floor: Individuals who perceive "grave

injustice" and experience anger and frustration. If directed by
ideologically likeminded leaders they are encouraged to
scapegoat and displace anger onto a perceived "enemy"

First Floor: Having felt "relatively deprived"

individuals seek ways to improve their situation and achieve
justice. If reconcilation is not achieved, individuals will climb.

Ground Floor: Individuals who feel "relatively

deprived" for a variety of reasons, but take no further action
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Appendix C: CSIS’ Comprehensive Terminology vis-à-vis the Extremist Terrorist
Threat Landscape

Reference: CSIS, “CSIS Public Report 2019,” Government of Canada (2019),
file:///C:/Users/katie/Downloads/CSIS%20Report%202019.pdf: 11.

Appendix D:
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DA
TE

COUN
TRY

PERPETRATO
R GROUP

FATALI
TIES

INJU
RED

TARGET
TYPE

20191028
0017

201
91028

Canad
a

Six
Nations
of the
Grand
River

Unknown

0

0

Journalists
& Media

20190603
0029

201
90603

Canad
a

Greater
Sudbur
y

Incel extremists

0

3

Private
Citizens &
Property

20190511
0039

201
90511

Canad
a

Edson

Neo-Nazi
extremists

0

0

Government
(General)

20190404
0022

201
90404

Canad
a

Toronto

Unknown

0

0

Government
(General)

20190313
0030

201
90313

Canad
a

Toronto

Unknown

0

1

Government
(General)

20181022
0003

201
81022

Canad
a

Montrea
l

Unknown

0

0

Police

20181002
0030

201
81002

Canad
a

Toronto

Unknown

0

0

Private
Citizens &
Property

20180722
0001

201
80722

Canad
a

Toronto

Jihadi-inspired
extremists

3

13

Business

20180616
0015

201
80616

Canad
a

Edson

Unknown

0

0

Religious
Figures/Insti
tutions

20180524
0007

201
80524

Canad
a

Mississ
auga

Unknown

0

15

Business

GTD ID

CITY
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DA
TE

COUN
TRY

CITY

PERPETRATO
R GROUP

FATALI
TIES

INJU
RED

TARGET
TYPE

20180423
0012

201
80423

Canad
a

Toronto

Incel extremists

10

15

Private
Citizens &
Property,Pri
vate
Citizens &
Property,Pri
vate
Citizens &
Property

20180401
0037

201
80401

Canad
a

Greater
Sudbur
y

White
supremacists/na
tionalists

0

2

Transportati
on

20171107
0055

201
71107

Canad
a

Montrea
l

Anarchists

0

0

Business

20170930
0013

201
70930

Canad
a

Edmont
on

Jihadi-inspired
extremists

0

4

Private
Citizens &
Property

20170930
0012

201
70930

Canad
a

Edmont
on

Jihadi-inspired
extremists

0

1

Police

20170919
0029

201
70919

Canad
a

Calgary

Neo-Nazi
extremists

0

0

Private
Citizens &
Property

20170827
0061

201
70827

Canad
a

Montrea
l

Anti-Fascist
Activists

0

3

Private
Citizens &
Property

20170816
0034

201
70816

Canad
a

Burlingt
on

Jihadi-inspired
extremists
(suspected)

0

0

Religious
Figures/Insti
tutions

20170806
0054

201
70806

Canad
a

Montrea
l

Anarchists
(suspected)

0

1

Private
Citizens &
Property

GTD ID
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GTD ID
20170806
0034

DA
TE

COUN
TRY

201
70806

Canad
a

CITY
Quebec

PERPETRATO
R GROUP

FATALI
TIES

INJU
RED

TARGET
TYPE

Anti-Muslim
extremists
(suspected)

0

0

Religious
Figures/Insti
tutions

Reference: Global Terrorism Database, “Canada,” University of Maryland (2009-2021),
https://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/search/Results.aspx?search=canada&sa.x=45&sa.y=18

Appendix E: Public Safety Canada, Building Resilience Against Terrorism (2012) 57
Six principles underpinning Canada’s counterterrorism strategy:
1. Building resilience (i.e., Inoculating Canadians against violent extremist
ideologies)
2. Terrorism is a crime and will be prosecuted (i.e., Prosecuting terrorism within a
domestic sphere, but also fostering partnerships with other states to build legal
capacity and assist in foreign prosecutions.)
3. Adherence to the rule of law (i.e., Counterterrorism activities will follow the
established rule of law; however, security is a human right and therefore terrorism
must be countered in order to protect the fundamental freedoms of thought,
expression and association, and the right to life, liberty and security of the person.)
4. Cooperation and partnerships (Domestic coordination of security agencies, as
well as outreach to civil society organizations and NGOS; fostering international
security partnerships, specifically through NATO, the UN, the (then) G8, and the
Financial Action Task Force).
5. Proportionate and measured response (Counterterrorism response must be
proportionate to the threat and balance the right to security with civil liberties)
6. A flexible and forward-looking approach (The strategy must be adaptable,
particularly in relation to preventing and addressing factors that make Canadians
susceptible to violent extremist ideologies)
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Appendix F: Domestic and International Terrorist Attacks (targeting western democracies)
Domestic Extremist Attacks, 2014-2021
Attack (Date)
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu
ramming attack (2014)

Motivation
RMVE
• Islamic extremism

Summary
Two Canadian Forces
members were hit; Warrant
officer Patrice Vincent died of
his injuries

Parliament Hill shooting
(2014)

RMVE
• Islamic extremism

Michael Zehaf-Bibeau fatally
shot Corporal Nathan Cirillo
at the National War
Memorial, and then forced his
way into Parliament where he
engaged in a shootout with
parliament security
personnel.

Taxi explosion Strathroy, ON

RMVE
• Islamic extremism
• ISIS

Aaron Driver was killed in a
confrontation with police after
detonating an explosive in
the back seat of a taxi. The
confrontation followed a tip
from the FBI that Driver had
made a "martyrdom video"
and was planning an attack.

Quebec City Mosque Attack
(2017)

IMVE
• Extreme right wing
• Islamophobia

Alexandre Bissonnette shot
killed 6 people and injured 19
inside the Islamic Cultural
Centre in Quebec City.
Bissonnette was inspired by
extreme right-wing views on
Muslims, refugees, and
feminists, which he shared
online.

Edmonton Attack (2017)

RMVE
• Islamic extremism

Abdulahi Sharif stabbed
Edmonton police constable
Mike Chernyk and then hit
four pedestrians with a rental
truck

Toronto Van Attack (2018)

IMVE
• Incel
• Anti-feminist

Alek Minassian, driving a
rental truck, targeted
pedestrians killing 11 and
injuring 15, some critically.
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Toronto Danforth Shooting
(2018)

Unknown

Faisal Hussain killed 2 and
injured 13 on Toronto's
Danforth Avenue.

Toronto hammer attack
(2020)

RMVE
• Islamic extremism
• ISIS

Saad Akhtar killed a 64-yearold woman with a hammer in
Toronto. The victim was
chosen at random. Akhtar left
a note on the victim's body,
expressing support for ISIS.

Toronto Spa Attack (2020)

IMVE
• Incel

A 17-year-old boy stabbed a
female spa worker to death at
a sensual massage parlour in
Toronto.
On May 19, the Toronto
Police Service said the attack
was attributed to the incel
ideology and was being
considered an act of
terrorism.
This led Canadian authorities
to become the first country to
pursue terrorism charges for
right-wing ideologically
motivated violence.58

London Truck Attack (2021)

IMVE
• Islamophobia

A man driving a pickup truck
struck a family of five, killing
four and seriously injuring the
fifth. The family is alleged to
have been targeted because
they were visibly Muslim.
in response the government
quickly responded by
reaffirming their intent to
combat far-right extremist
groups.59
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Major International Extremist Attacks (against western democracies), 2001-2021:
Attack (Date)
9/11 Attacks (2001)

Motivation
RMVE
• Islamic extremism

Madrid train bombings (2004)

RMVE
• Islamic extremism

7 July
(2005)

London

bombings RMVE
• Islamic extremism

Charlie Hebdo attack, Paris RMVE
(2015)
• Islamic extremism
Paris Attacks (2015)

RMVE
• Islamic extremism
• ISIL

San Bernadino attack (2015)

IMVE

Brussels bombing (2015)

RMVE
• Islamic extremism
• ISIL

Orlando nightclub shooting RMVE
(2016)
• Islamic extremism
• ISIL
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Summary
Al Qaeda and subsequent
Canadian-supported invasion
of Afghanistan and the War on
Terror (2001-present)
A series of bombings on the
commuter train system days
before the general election,
killing 93 and injuring more
than 2,000.
Four coordinated suicide
bombings in London’s public
transport system, killing 52
and injuring more than 700.
Armed with weapons, Saïd
and Chérif Kouachi forcibly
entered the Charlie Hebdo,
killing 12 and injuring 11.
A series of coordinated
attacks by armed suicide
bombers: one group struck
outside of the Stade de
France, another group shot at
crowded establishments, and
a
hostage-taking
and
shooting in the Bataclan
theatre, where a concert was
held. 137 were killed and 368
wounded.
A
mass
shooting
and
attempted bombing by a
married couple, killing 18 and
wounding 22. FBI referred to
them as “homegrown violent
extremists”.
Three coordinated suicide
bombings, two at the Brussels
Airport and one on the
Brussels metro, killing 32
civilians,
3
perpetrators,
injuring 300.
Omar Mateen killed 49 and
wounded 53 in a mass
shooting in a gay night club.
He called 911 prior to
shooting
and
swore
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Nice Bastille
(2016)

Day

attack RMVE
• Islamic extremism

Berlin truck attack (2016)

RMVE
• Islamic extremism
• ISIL

Westminster Bridge attack, RMVE
London (2017)
• Islamic extremism

London Bridge attack (2017)

RMVE
• Islamic extremism
• ISIS
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allegiance to ISIL Leader Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi.
A truck was weaponized,
resulting in the deaths of 86
and the wounding of 458
others. The Islamic State later
claimed responsibility for the
attack.
A truck was driven into a
Christmas market in Berlin,
killing 12 and injuring 56. ISIL
claimed responsibility for the
attacks and released footage
of the perpetrator pledging
allegiance to Abu Bakr alBaghdadi.
Khalid Mansood drove a car
into pedestrians, killing 4 and
injuring 50. He also stabbed
an unarmed police officer and
was killed shortly after.
A van was deliberately driven
into pedestrians and crashed
shortly at the south bank of
Thames. Van occupants fled
to the Borough Market and
opened fire, killing 8 and
injuring 48. ISIS claimed
responsibility for the attack.
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Appendix G: Programs
International Programs
•
Prevention Pyramid
(Denmark) 60

capacity building of youth, prevention through intervention, deradicalization

•
Prevent (UK) 61

Channel (UK) 62
RADISKAN (Norway)

offers support and practical help to vulnerable people by linking them
with local authorities, the education system, mental health agencies,
and job support to help them get back on track
police are informed but the security services do not become involved
unless someone is assessed as a terrorism risk and referred to the
Channel Program

•

•

government-led program that focuses on providing support to
individuals identified as vulnerable to violent extremism.
puts emphasis on the role of municipalities and local communities when
facing radicalization and violent extremism

•

63

•

Aarhus Model
(Denmark) 64
World Organization
for Resource
Development and
Education (USA) 65

•

capacity building, casework support, advising critical aftercare centres
at the municipal level
non-profit organization that works with communities to address risk
factors that may lead to radicalization.

•

purposed for both anti and counter radicalization, puts emphasis on a
collaborative effort from governmental, non-governmental, and
academic stakeholders
•
program founded by former (mostly) far-right extremists committed to
Exit USA 67
helping individuals leave the violent far-right movement.
68
Local Programs (all funded by the Canada Centre)
• program that aims to prevent radicalization to violence through
community education and awareness, with the goal of keeping
ReDirect
individuals out of the formal justice system by treating the underlying
(Calgary)
causes.
Boston Framework
(USA) 66

•
Evolve
(Edmonton)

•
•

MERIT (Ottawa)

works independently from law enforcement and government, aims to
help disconnect individuals from extremist movements
staffed by a forensic psychologist, social workers, former members of
the far-right movement, and an Islamic scholar
enables local agencies with different mandates, to mobilize and respond
when individuals have complex health and social problems, including
cases of radicalization to violence
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•

collaboration between the Toronto Police Service, the City of Toronto,
and the United Way, who are partnering with local community
organizations to reduce crime and improve community resilience

•

a consortium funded by Public Safety Canada which, among its other
initiatives, provides psychological, theoretical, and practical training for
the broader community.

FOCUS (Toronto)

Canadian
Practitioners Network
for the Prevention of
Radicalization and
Extremist Violence
(CPN-PREV) 69
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Appendix H: LA CLEAR Data
LA CLEAR Spatial Mapping:

Reference: GeoTime, “Hardworking Crime Maps,” https://geotime.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/05/GeoTime-Case-Study-LA-Clear-in-ArcNews-2013.pdf
Appendix I: Comparison of gangs and extremist groups70

There are a multitude of similarities between gangs and extremist groups.
Chief among them is the tendency for both gangs and extremist groups to be
(predominantly) composed of young, disaffected men, who are often motivated by
perceived injustice within the broader society.
Socioeconomic status and community/ familial ties are strong hallmarks for ripe
recruits.
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Gang members and radicalized individuals also tend to engage in petty crime.
Significantly, both entities often make a point of increasing the visibility of their
crimes to send a message (whether social or political) as a means of increasing
fear and asserting control (Curry, 98).
Additionally, recruitment for both gangs and extremist groups tend to occur within
communities where “parochial and public [i.e., governmental] control” is lacking, or
perceived to be lacking (Curry, 101).
Crucially, both gangs and extremist groups foster strong group identities and rely
on an “us-against-them” mentality.
That said, current research indicates that gangs normally stem from concentrated
geographic areas, while current trends in radicalization indicate that social media
is a preeminent tool for recruitment.
Both groups, however, tend to have broader (often transnational) networks.
As such, gangs and extremist groups appear to have far more similarities than
differences and thus deploying an anti-gang policy (such as LA CLEAR) to identify,
monitor, and map extremist groups and radicalized individuals has merit.
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